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This invention'relates' to an apparatus'for'use in the 
atmospheric cooling of heated material. . More'jparticu 
larly, it is concerned with ‘providing‘a'novel‘ apparatus 
-for cooling heated sinter material and the like in a multi 
stage operation. 

During certain stages in theprocessing of'materials 
'suchias sinter, coke,~cement clinker, ‘"burnt lime,'-etc., 
the material is exposed to heat. After'being'heat‘ treated, 
it is very di?icult to handle‘ the‘ material satisfactorily 
*by means of conveyor belts, etc., unless the material ‘is 
?rst cooled. 
, Various machinesv have‘ been-‘previously proposed :for 

‘ cooling these materials. In these machines the material, 
such as hot sinter,iis frequently discharged from‘jthe 

l-sintering machine onto the cooler in large cakes. i'Itfis 
extremely di?icult to‘ cool these large cakes of material 
"completely, since‘ the vparts'of these? large cakes,"which 
are‘the hottest, are located on the inside of the c'ake,'and 
are not directlyv exposed to the air currents. Thus, 
"when a conventional single stage cooling device'is ‘em 
‘polyed, or where the material is passed throu‘gh'a‘single 
cooling‘ zone, it is generally very 'di?icult to cool‘su'ch 
'large cakes of ‘material su?‘iciently‘for later handling‘by 
conveyor belts, etc. 
‘One way to‘provideifor complete cooling of theliheate‘d 

material is to prolong the cooling periodby-‘increa‘sing 
“the-"size of'the ‘cooling device or length-‘Of‘traVeLof 
the-material through‘ the cooling‘zone. =However,=since 
~ space-in sinte'ring- plant'areas and the like‘ Eis at a‘spremium, 
it is ordinarily impractical to‘ merely- increase‘ the‘ capacity 
of the- cooler and‘ thereby' lengthen the cooling period 
‘by lincreasing’the ‘peripheral dimensions ofithe'lcooling 
tidevice. YIn addition,>special means must also'belused' to 
‘break/the large cakes into small fragments. 

i It ‘ has been I found, Ihowever, that - where I 1a ‘plurality 
‘a of coolingbins- are-‘superimposed onedupon .thehother 
iina novel mannerawithlthematerial“ being cooled being 

‘ successively transferred ?rstl from one? bin to another in 
''-a (‘tumbling ~" fashion, ‘that the aforesaid lfditliculties ‘can 
~vhe i' minimized. "By ‘the "use'of' their-multistage cooler/of 
' the type proposed; the material is projected; downwardly 
'ifrom the top of- the‘ cooling‘ device to‘ the bottom thereof 
Kin a tumbling-fashion. This.v causes‘the‘largeE blocksy'ior 
‘cakes of =materialwtoL-break upyinto-smaller': fragments 
‘which arequickly cooled upon exposure'tto? the-air. l‘ln 
this way also, the overall cooling period isvadvantageously 
increasedv and-maximum exposure‘v of the materialto the 
air 1is' effected within a minimum amount of‘ timei-and 
‘--space. \ 

.Accordingly, it is<a primary object of “thisyinvention 
to‘ provide alnovel multistage cooling device'comprised 
of a plurality of annular‘ cooling bins locatedv in‘a ‘novel 
vfashion one above the other. 

vIt is another .objectrof this invention tolprovideia 
‘inovel cooling device, wherein the capacity'of the cooling 
device can be increased without an increase in the overall 
"diameter of the device, which in somecases, can even 
*be reduced. ' 
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his another xbbjebtmoffthis " invention _t,ot_prov_id_e a 
-novel coolingdevice comprised of ,ajp‘lur‘ality of super 
posed bins so arranged ‘that natural .convection currents 
are eflfectively employedinpiilling‘cool atmospheric air 
.masses over,‘thr,011gh,'and'aroundlthe ‘material being 
' cooled. 

It is another'ob'ject 'of"this"-invention‘togprovide a 
“novel. multistage ‘ device provided'with novel means for 
:resiliently mounting and‘driving thejsame. 

v'The above advantages iare'obtained by providingin 
'a cooling device for’use 'in‘the ‘atmospheric ‘cooling 
of heated sinter material and ‘the like,"the combina 
tion of a rotatable verticallydispose'di framework. "A plu 
rality of annular'hins-‘arei-mountedon lthefframew'o'rk. 
These bins are concentrically ‘arrangedwith respect“ to 

and outwardly inclined inner ‘wall and-an annular down 
wardly and inwardly inclined outer wall of shorter length 
than the inner'wall. 1 Each bin‘ialso'includes ‘horizontally 
disposed annular shelf means- extending ‘outwardly from 
the base of the inner-wall an'di'beyon'd the bottom eX 
tremity of the outer wall. Suitable plow means are em 
‘ployed for transferring 'the' material deposited on the 
shelf means of'aI-bin to theYbin located directly there 
‘below. Additional plow means-‘are employed for re 
moving’ the material deposited tonlthe shelf of‘ the ‘lower 
most .bin andonto adischarge-conv‘eyor. 

In 'an ‘advantageous embodimentof' the ' invention,‘ a 
plurality of resilientlyomounted‘wheels are circumferen 
tially. located .belowaan'dI-adjacent'the outer periphery 
.of. the.’ framework. for. ‘rotating and‘ supporting the’ frame 
work and the bins'mounted thereon-by engaging an annu 

. lar track disposed‘ :on: the lundersurface' of \theframework. 
These and other'iobjects aridi'a'dvantages of the‘ instant 

aainvention will become ‘more lappa‘rentfromla reviewlof 
‘the following detailed description "'1whentaken in vcon 
junction with thexappendedidrawings,‘ wherein: _ 

Figure . l‘ is a ‘plan vviewd“.>:with‘.fparts ibrokenlawayi ‘of 
nthevnovel multistage.- cooler-'ofmhei instant: invention; 

"Figure -2 is :a'sectional view ‘:of the:cooling id'evice 
-.._shown\ in: ‘Figure 1 \ when‘ftaken % along‘: lines ' 2—2i thereof, 
.an'd “with partsrremovedufor thexsakeaoftclarity; 

Figure 3 is an’? end lelevaitional viewzofsonei ‘of. the wheels 
used to resiliently support and rotate the cooling device 
of the instant-‘invention. _ 
By referring to Figs. 31 anda2=of1.the=‘drawings,tit-will 

be observed that ithe r novel i‘multi‘stageizcooling device 1 of 
the ‘instant invention'istgenerallyIcomprised:ofzanwannu 
lar vertically disposed -frarnework :=-.1. .This I framework 
may ‘be ' made up 'i of 1 a @plurality .of ivertically 1 arranged 
truss-type segments. 2 ‘:which ~ex~tend :. in ‘the ‘manner 'lof 
. spokes " outwardlyi from r the center‘of @the framework; '11. 
These truss type members 2 generally :includezthe base 
membersor beams£~3,»the l‘top fbeaim. members~=4, to 
gether ‘with :a seriesriof .diagonal bridging-or ibracing 
members . 5.. and vthe vertically :and ‘iang‘ularly disposed 
beams~8,s9 and 9’. The ‘inner.isections'for:innerriex 
tremities of thei'base members!) may Ibetied togethercat 
a centralpost 6, while the innerextremitiesv of" thektOP 

the upper. part of .acentral .shaft 7 secured to =post~r6. 
The‘ lower post or shaft 6 is adapted to .be-mounted 

on a suitable base member 10 located on ‘the v?oor of 
a building or‘on ‘the ground adjacent a 'sintering machine. 
'Af?xe‘d "to the ‘lower "portion ‘or ‘undercarriage .of the 
‘framework 1 is-a‘trackway ‘1'1 ‘which'includes ‘as ‘a‘p‘art 
thereof the‘ann‘ular track 12. ‘A ‘plurality"‘of‘flangéd 

' Wheels 153 ‘ are circumferentially*disposéd *bel'ow "andad 
jace‘nt ‘the outer‘ periphery ~' of ‘the "framework ‘so was ‘to 
rlengage‘ the’ track=12. 

As- indicated‘ iniFigé3, eaehiofith‘e ?anged'a'wheelsi?iis 
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adapted to be resiliently mounted within standards 14. 
The standards 14 may be advantageously made of tele 
scopic sections 15 and 16. Section 15 may be made in 
the form of a rod having a suitable aperture 17 at the top 
thereof through which the shaft 19 for the wheel 13 may 
be inserted. The lower part of rod 15 is adapted to be 
inserted within the cylinder element 16. In order to 
provide for telescopic engagement of rod 15 with cylin 
der 16 and a resilient mounting of the wheel 13 within 
the standards 14, the preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion contemplates the use of a compressible spring mem 
ber or element 20, which surrounds the rod 15. The op 
posing ends of member 20 bear against the plate 21 rigid 
ly af?xed to the upper part of rod 15, and the upper outer 
surface of the cylinder 16. 
One or more of the wheels 13 may also be employed 

for rotating the framework 1 in addition to supporting the 
same by having the shaft 19 of the wheel 13 connected 
to a suitable electric motor encased within a housing 22. 
The wheel shaft 19 is effectively connected to the motor 
in housing 22 through the medium of ‘the shafts 23, 24 
and 25, as well as the ?exible coupling 26 and the re 
duction gears (not shown) enclosed within the gear re 
duction box or housing 27. 
A?ixed to the outside portions of the beam members 

9 and 9' of the framework 1, which as indicated in Figure 
2, are directed in a downwardly and outwardly direction, 
is a conical shaped abrasion resistant surface 28 which 
extends in a continuous manner from the top of the 
framework to the bottom thereof. This abrasion resistant 
surface 28 may be made in the form of two annular and 
conically shaped metal sections 29 and 30 for the upper 
and lower bin members respectively, and they may be 
provided with a suitable refractory brick covering, if 
desired. In short, it can be said that each of the bin mem 
bers 31 and 32, respectively includes an outwardly and 
downwardly inclined inner surface or wall. The upper 
bin 31 also is provided with an annular downwardly and 
inwardly inclined outer wall or surface 33. Bin 32 is 
provided with a similar wall 34. These walls may be 
formed from suitable steel plates having wear resistant 
refractory bricks connected thereto. In the case of the 
upper bin member 31, the outer wall 33 is secured to the 
downwardly and inwardly projecting beams 35 which 
are held in position and affixed to the main body of- the 
frame by the extensions 36 on the beams 4. Extensions 
36 may also be covered with a suitable wear resistant 
shoe or plate 37. 

In the case of the lower bin member 32, inwardly and 
downwardly projecting arms 38 are provided, to which 
the wear resistant surface 34 forming the downwardly and 
inwardly inclined outer wall for the bin is attached. 
These arms 38 are secured to the main framework '1 and 
to the individual truss type members 2 through the me 
dium of the projecting arms 40, which are secured to 
the beam segments 9' adjacent the point where they abut 
the beam segments 9. 
Each of the individual bin sections 31 and 32 is also 

advantageously provided with horizontal shelf means. 
In the case of the upper bin 31, a horizontal shelf 41, 
which may be provided with an abrasion resistant cover 
ing 42 is adapted to project from the base of the inner 
wall 29 outwardly and beyond the bottom extremity of 
the downwardly and inwardly inclined outer wall 33.‘ In 
the case of bin 32,, a similarly arranged annular shelf 
43 is employed. , I ' ' 

As in the case of the extensions 36, arms 40 may be 
advantageously provided with suitable wear resistant in 
verted channel-shaped coverings 44 of steel. These serve 
to protect arms "40‘ from the abrasive action‘ of the 
material dischargedinto bin 32. Located about the top 
of the frameworkil adjacent the topmost beam mem 
bers 4 is an annular spillage guard 46, which serves to 
,keep the material‘ discharged, into the topmost bin 31 
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through the medium of the overhead conveyor chute 50 
from spilling onto the framework 1 and away from the 
topmost bin 31. 

In an advantageous embodiment of the invention as 
indicated particularly in Fig. 1, a suitable plow 51 may 
be employed for removing the material from the shelf 42 
as it is discharged thereon from the bin 31 in such a way 
that it will cause the material to spill outwardly and into 
the lowermost bin 32. By pivotally affixing plow 51 to 
the pin or shaft member 52 located in a base member 53, 
the plow may be adjusted to any angle necessary for 
properly spilling the material from the shelf 42 of the 
uppermost bin member into the bottom hopper or bin 
32. It will also be noted that the outer extremity or end 
of shelf 42 is preferably arranged so that it is located at 
a point which is in vertical alignment with the centermost 
portion of bin 32. 

In addition, in order to transfer the cooled material 
after it has been projected from the topmost bin to the 
lowermost bin onto a suitable discharge conveyor 55 
located off and to one side of framework 1, it is con» 
templated in the preferred embodiment of the invention 
that a suitable plow member 56 be employed. This plow 
projects out over shelf 43. This plow member may be 
pivotally mounted by means of the pivot pin 57 a?ixed to 
a suitable standard or base member 53. In this way, 
plow 56 may be adjusted to any position desired for ob 
taining the proper spilling of material otf of the lower 
most shelf 43 and onto the discharge conveyor 55. 

In the operation of the device, the sinter material will 
be continuously discharged through the medium of the 
chute 50 into the uppermost bin 31 as the framework 1 
is continuously rotated. Due to the inclined surfaces of 
the outer and inner walls of each of the bins 31 and 32 
which are preferably inclined at an angle‘which is greater 
than the angle of repose of the material being cooled, 
the material is allowed to ?ow uninterruptedly down 
ward until it reaches the shelf 42 associated with bin 31. 
Thereafter, the material, upon one rotation of the frame 
work 1, is effectively discharged or spilled from the first 
shelf 42 into the second or lowermost bin 32, which is 
arranged in spaced vertical relationship as well as con 
centric relationship with bin 31. After the material has 
passed through the second bin 32 during the second ro 
tation of the framework, it becomes deposited upon the 
lowermost shelf 43 after which it is discharged onto the 
conveyor 55 through the medium of the plow 56. , 
By the utilization of a multistage cooler of the type 

proposed, the material is not only afforded a greater ex 
posure to the atmosphere for the purposes of cooling 
than it is possible in a single stage cooler, but in addition, 
the material is projected downward in a tumbling fashion 
by being projected from bin to shelf and from shelf to 
bin. This action causes large blocks'or chunks of sinter 
material to breakup into small fragments or pieces. As 
a result, the air circulates throughout the several beds of 
material in an even-and uniform manner. In addition, 
by the use of an plurality of superposed and stepped bin 
structures in the same cooling device, the capacity of the 
cooling device can be increased without going to bin 
structures of exceedingly large diameters. As a result 
also, the space which is needed for operating such a 
cooling device is reduced to a minimum. ' 
The stepped arrangement of the annular cooling bins 

with respect to one another also enhances the natural con 
vection of the cooling atmospheric air over, through, 
and around the heated material and advantageously pro 
duces, as it were, a chimney effect wherein masses of 
cooling air are pulled over and through the material. . 

It is obvious that various changes may be made in the 
instant invention without departing from the spirit and 
scope thereof as de?ned by the appended claims, wherein 
what is claimed is: ' 

1. In a cooling device of the character described, the 
combination of a vertically disposed rotatable framework, 
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a plurality of concentrically arranged atmospherically 
exposed annular bins mounted on said framework, said 
bins being of progressively larger diameter from the top 
to the bottom of said framework and at di?erent hori— 
zontal levels on the said framework, each of said bins 
comprising a common annular, downwardly and out 
wardly inclined inner wall and a radially spaced annular, 
downwardly and inwardly inclined outer wall of shorter 
length than said inner wall, and horizontally disposed 
annular shelf means extending outwardly from the base 
of said inner wall below and beyond the bottom extremity 
of said outer wall, adjustable plow means overlying at 
least one of said shelf means for transferring the material 
deposited on the shelf means of one bin to the bin located 
directly therebelow, and adjustable plow means overlying 
the shelf means of the lowermost bin for removing the 
material deposited on the shelf means of the lowermost 
bin from said shelf means and onto a discharge conveyor. 

2. The combination de?ned in claim 1, wherein the ter 
minal edge of the shelf means of each of the bins is 
disposed in vertical concentric alignment with the cen 
tral portion of the bin located immediately therebelow. 

3. In a cooling device of the character described for 
use in the atmospheric cooling of heated sinter material 
and the like, the combination of a vertically disposed rotat 
able framework, a plurality of concentrically arranged 
atmospherically exposed annular bins mounted on the 
said framework, said bins being of progressively larger 
diameter from top to bottom of said framework at dif~ 
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ferent horizontal levels on the said framework, each of 
said bins comprising a common annular downwardly and 
outwardly inclined inner wall and a radially spaced an 
nular downwardly and inwardly inclined outer wall of 
shorter length than said inner wall, and horizontally dis 
posed annular shelf means extending outwardly from 
the base of said inner wall below and beyond the bottom 
extremity of said outer wall, adjustable plow means over 
lying at least one of said shelf means for transferring the 
material. deposited on the shelf means of one bin to the 
bin located directly therebelow, adjustable plow means 
overlying the shelf means of the lowermost bin for re 
moving the material deposited on the shelf means of the 
lowermost bin from the said shelf means and onto a. 
discharge conveyor, and a plurality of circumferentially 
spaced, resiliently mounted wheels engaging said frame 
work, said wheels and supporting said framework and said 
bins, at least one of said wheels including driving means 
for rotating said framework and said bins. 

4. The combination de?ned in claim 3, wherein said 
framework includes an annular track means ai?xed to 
the underside thereof and in engagement with the said 
wheels. 
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